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Abstract: It was reviewed the problem of total number of quotations calculation on the base of data from RSCI 

and SCOPUS under the conditions of noncomlete determination. It was offered the calculation algorithm of total 

number of quotations the base of which makes mathematical apparatus of fuzzy decision trees. Fuzzy decision tree 

was learnt on learning data set. The developed algorithm was researched on testing data set that allowed make 

conclusions about its usage for calculation of total number of quotations under the conditions of noncomplete 

determination. 
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Introduction 

At the moment none of the existing quotation 

systems individually displays the full picture about 

the authors’ publication activity: not all list of 

publications and citations comes into account. One of 

the possible solutions of the problem is the building 

of aggregative list of publications on the base of data 

from different quotation systems and also the 

calculation of total number of quotations for each 

found publication. The special actuality this problem 

gets under the conditions of noncomplete 

determination specified by limited access to the 

quotation systems. One of the most popular foreign 

quotation systems is Scopus [1] and Russian is RSCI 

[2].  

In this case under the conditions of 

noncomplete determination is understood the lack of 

possibility to associate quotations in SCOPUS 

system with the list of quotations in RSCI for each 

publication. In foreign quotation systems it’s 

provided only the number of quotations on each 

chosen publication. There is the problem of 

calculation of total number of quotations for each 

publication. As the result it’s getting impossible to 

calculate the main scientometrical indexes (citation 

index, Hirsch index [3] and others).  

The aim of this work is the development and 

experimental researches of calculation algorithm of 

the total number of quotations on the base of data 

from RSCI and SCOPUS quotation systems under 

the conditions of noncomplete determination. 

 

Materials and Methods  
To calculate the total number of quotations for 

each publication the data used received at the stage 

of building of aggregative list of publications [4] 

precisely the number of quotations in RSCI, number 

of quotations in SCOPUS and also the number of 

found duplicated publications in SCOPUS system. 

The base of calculation algorithm of total 

number of quotations under the conditions of 

noncomplete determination makes mathematical 

apparatus of fuzzy decision trees [5]. This 

mathematical apparatus combine decision trees and 

fuzzy logic advantages: allows operate quality 

characteristics of the subject; used in situations when 

it’s difficult to classify the subject exactly according 

to any attribute позволяет; provides training on 

comparable small data set. 

By building fuzzy decision tree for each 

attribute were selected some linguistic variables and 

defined examples membership degree. Instead of 
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number of examples for each knot fuzzy decision 

tree groups their membership degrees.  

There were selected 2 target classes: «small 

portion of intersectional quotations» (negative 

result), «big portion of intersectional quotations» 

(positive result). 

As attributes by which decision tree was built 

were selected the following: «the number of 

duplicated publications in SCOPUS system», 

«maximum possible number of duplicates between 

quotation systems». The attribute «the number of 

duplicated publications in SCOPUS system» was 

given by linguistic variable with the following term-

set of meanings: «lack of duplicates», «ordinary 

number», «big number». The attribute «maximum 

possible number of duplicates between quotation 

systems» was given by linguistic variable with the 

following term-set of meanings: «small», «medium», 

«big».  

The type of membership function [6, 7] for 

term-sets on attributes «the number of duplicated 

publications in SCOPUS system» and «maximum 

possible number of duplicates between quotation 

systems» is presented on pictures 1 and 2. 

 
Picture 1 – Membership functions for term-sets on attribute «the number of duplicated publications in 

SCOPUS system». 

 

 
Picture 2 – Membership functions for term-sets on attribute «maximum possible number of duplicates 

between quotation systems». 

 

Numeric value of attribute «maximum possible 

number of duplicates between quotation systems» is 

calculated in the following way: 

  

);min(1 RISC

i

SCOPUS

ii KKx  , 

 

where 
SCOPUS

iK - the number of quotations in 

SCOPUS system for the current publication, 
RISC

iK - 

the number of quotations in RSCI system for the 

current publication. 

For construction of fuzzy decision tree is used 

the algorithm consisting of several stages. 

The number of duplicated publications in SCOPUS 
system

lack of
duplicates

ordinary
number

big number

Maximum possible number of duplicates between 
quotation systems

small

medium

big
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At the first stage of algorithm work general 

entropy is calculated. 

In the following stage are calculated 

coefficients P  for each possible node. The 

calculation of coefficients P  for each node N  is 

accomplished in the following way [8]:  

 

 ))(),(min( jijNS

N

i DDP N  , 

 

where )( jN D  – membership level of the training 

example jD  to the node N, )( ji D  – membership 

level of training example toward objective value i, 
NS  - the variety of all examples. 

Coefficient defining main characteristics of the 

node N is calculated in the following way: 

 

 N

ii

N PP , 

 

In the following stage is calculated the entropy 

that estimates the average number of information to 

determine the object class from the set PN:  

N
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Then the entropy for each attribute individually 

is calculated: 
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where N|j – child of node N. 

 

Then the information gain on each attribute is 

calculated: 

 

),()(),( ASESEASG NNN  . 

 

Finally as root attribute is chosen the attribute 

with the maximum information gain. 

Then node N is devided into subnodes N|j. 

Membership level of each example Dk for node N|j is 

calculated from node N: 

 

)),();(min()( ||| j

k

jN

k

jNkjN aDDe   , 

 

where ),(| j

k

jN aD  demonstrates the membership 

level Dk to the attribute aj. In case if none of the 

examples belongs to the node N|j, this node is 

deleted. 

The algorithm work continues until all the 

attributes are used or all the examples aren’t 

classified.  

The membership to the target class for the new 

recording is found in the following way: 
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where 
l

kP  - coefficient displaying the correlation of 

examples l for target class values k, )( jl D  - 

membership level of example j to the node l, xk  - 

membership of the target class value k to the positive 

result. 

The calculation of total number of quotations is 

made in the following way: 

 

i

RISC

i

SCOPUS

i

RISC

i

SCOPUS

ii KKKKS  );min(

. 

The algorithm of building of fuzzy decision tree 

[9, 10] on the base of training set is presented on 

picture 3.  
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Picture 3 – Algorithm of building of fuzzy decision tree. 
 

The generalized chart of calculating algorithm 

of total number of quotations by means of built 

decision tree is presented on picture 4. 

.

 

Begin 

B 

j := 0 

j < Ki, 1 

the choice of attribute with 

maximum information gain 

End 

 

K – number of 

attributes 

general entropy calculation 

А 

i := 0 

i < K, 1 

calculation of P coefficient 

for term-set of attribute i 

 

Ki – number of 

term-sets of 

attribute i 

 

B 

 

calculation of entropy Ei 

for attribute i 

calculation of information 

gain Gi 

calculation of entropy Eij 

for term-set j 

 

А 

 

X 

X 

С 

i := 0 

i < N, 1 

 

N – number of 

training  

examples 

D 

j := 0 

j < K1, 1 

 

K1 – number of 

term-sets for root 

attribute 

E 

k := 0 

k < K2, 1 

 

K2 – number of 

term-sets of the 

second attribute 

 

calculation of example 

belonging i for the new tree 

node 

 

E 

 

 

D 

 

 

C 

 

the deletion of empty tree 

nodes 

calculation of coefficient P 

for each new tree node 
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Picture 4 – Generalized chart of calculating algorithm of total number of quotations. 

 

For analyses of algorithm work results on 

calculation of total number of quotations for each 

publication at first stage was carried out the building 

of fuzzy decision tree on the base of training set.  

Training set was formed on the base of 

publications list of 5 leading authors of Orenburg 

State University having fairly large number of 

duplicated publications in RSCI and SCOPUS 

quotation systems. 

Constructed fuzzy decision tree is presented on 

picture 5. 
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Picture 5 – Constructed fuzzy decision tree. 

 

Begin 

 

determination of nodes 

to which input data 

belong 

calculation of input 

data membership 

degree to the found 

ones 

calculation of 

intersectional 

quotation proportion 

 

calculation of total 

number of quotations 

End 

 

А 

А 
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At the next stage trained tree was tested. The 

test set was formed on the base of list of publications 

of 3 leading authors of Orenburg State University 

that aren’t included in training set and having fairly 

large number of duplicated publications in RSCI and 

SCOPUS systems.  

 

Conclusion  
As result of algorithm work in training set were 

received the following results: for more than 82% 

publications were noticed the coincidence of total 

number of quotations calculated by means of 

developed and real algorithm; for 18% of 

publications calculated total number of quotations by 

means of developed algorithm differed slightly from 

real value. 

Thus it may be concluded that it’s possible to 

use the developed algorithm for calculating of total 

number of quotations on the base of data from RSCI 

and SCOPUS quotation systems. 
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